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• 2D stain longitudinal strain is a non-invasive and sensitive parameter of myocardial function.

• Abnormalities can be detected at rest in patients with significant coronary lesions. However, its

correlation with the severity of coronary lesions remains to be established.

• The use of 2D strain in the identification and risk stratification of coronary artery disease has good

reproducibility and accuracy. Several studies have reported good sensitivity of 2D strain imaging

at rest for early detection of coronary artery disease and prediction of its severity, even in the

absence of abnormal segmental kinetics and normal left ventricular ejection fraction (LVEF) at

baseline.

Introduction	



• Our	aim in	this study was to	evaluate the	ability of	strain	to	predict the	severity of	coronary artery

disease in	patients	with NSTEMI	and	unstable angina,	by	assessing correlations with established

prognostic parameters,	and	to	predict culprit and	occluded coronary arteries (CA)	from regional

strain	(SLR).	

• Secondly,	to	prove that,	in	the	absence	of	an	alteration in	LVEF,	the	resting LMS	made	it possible	

to	distinguish tri-tuncular and	left main	tunc damage	from mono-truncular or	bi-truncular

damage.

The	aim of	the		study



Materials and	methods

• We conducted a	prospective,	longitudinal,	evaluative study between January 2023	and	May	2023	in	the	cardiology department of	
the	Ibn	Rochd Hospital- Morocco .	

• In	this study,	we compared data	from 30	patients,	23	patients	with NSTEMI	and	7	patients	with unstable angina.	

• We then performed a	global	and	regional longitudinalł2D	strain	and	coronary angiography,	which enabled us	to	classify our
patients	into 3	groups:

Ø Group	of	13	patients	with tri-truncular lesions

Ø group	of	5	patients	called the	 left main	trunc stenosis group	(defined on	coronary angiography by	a	significant lesion ≥	50%	of	the	
left main	trunc )	and	

Ø Group	of	12	patients	with significant (≥	70%)	mono- or	bi-truncular lesions of	the	other major	epicardial arteries,	known as	the	
"control"	group.



The value of 2D strain in predicting the severitý of coronary artery disease in patients with 

NSTEMI and unstable angina.

Total	participants	
ü 23	Patients	with NSTEMI	

ü And	7	patients	with instable	angina

Severe coronary lesions

le	strain	 Global	et	Regional +	coronarography

Control	groupe	 (12	patients)

Tree vessels (13	patients	) LMT	(5	patients	) (	mono-bitroncular )

LMT	:	left main	trunc



POPULATION	OF	THE	STUDY

• The	study participants	were predominantly

male,	with a	rate	of	67.9%	(n/N=19/30),	

compared with 28%	(n/N=11/30)	who were

female.

• The	average age of	the	participants	was 62	

years,	with extremes ranging from 81	years.



inclusion	and	exclusion	criteria

• INCLUSION	CRITERIA	:	
• Normal	LVEF	
• Unstable angina
• NSTEMI	

• EXCLUSION	CRITERIA	:

• History of	MI,	PCI	or	(CABG),	STEMI	syndrome,	SCC	LVEF	<	50%.	

• congestive	heart failure,	haemodynamic instability,	Significant

intercurrent	pathologies	that may interfere with the	strain	study We

excluded from the	"control"	group	the	association	of	tight stenoses of	

the	proximal	IVA	and	proximal	CX	that could lead	to	confusion	on	the	

pathophysiological level with those of	the	LMT.



• ETT was performed on admission using a general

electric ViVid S60N, equipped with a 2.5-5 MHz

transducer and an M5s matrix probe under

electrocardiographic recording.

• acquisitions were made in 2D loops and using

colour and spectral Doppler data and apical

incidences (4, 2, and 3 cavity slices). Using standard

echocardiography, we studied segmental parietal

kinetics based on the standard segmentation

established by the latest recommendations of

American and European learned societies into 17

segments.

HOW	THE	STUDY	WAS	CONDUCTED



Results	



Résultats	

Tri-troncular LMT : Controle Groupe	

Bi-troncular Mono-troncular

Participants	(n/N) 13/30 5/30 4/30 8/30

NSTEMI 10 5 3 5

Instable	angina 3 0 1 3

GLS	Average % -15.9	 -16.63	% -22 -24.3

WMSI	global	n/N 6/17 7.7/17 4/17 2/17

RLS	LAD % -14.6 -14.1 -27.5 -25

WMSI	LAD	n/N 2.6/7 3.2/7 1.5/7 0.4/7

RLS	CX% -14.8 -15.32 -20 -28.5

WMSI	CX	n/N 2.3/5 2.4/5 0.75/5 0.2

RLS	RCA % -18.7 -22 -21 -27

WMSI	RCA	n/N 1/5 1/5 2.5/5 1.2/5

GLS	:	Global	longitudinal	strain	
RLS	:	Regional longitudinal	strain	
The	Number of	global	segments	is 17
The	Number of	IVA	segments	is 7	
The	Number of	CX	and	CD	segments	is 5



Discussion

• Several	studies	have	reported́	the	ability	of	2D	strain	for	the	prediction	and	assessment	of	the	extent	of	myocardial	ischaemia	.A	meta-analysis	by	norum	and	his	group	and	more	recently	that	by	Keven	lior	his	

group	,	having	colligatedŁǪ0	studies	including	1385	patients	support	the	value	of	resting	LMS	as	an	early	marker	of	myocardial	ischaemia,	predicting	intermediate	to	tight	coronary	lesions	in	symptomatic	patients.

• Also	,	More	specifically,	our	results	are	corroborated	by	those	published	by	Choi	Jo.	His	group;	who	evaluated	LV	LMS	in	the	screening	of	patients	with	high-risk	coronary	artery	disease	defined	by	the	presence	of	a	

TCG	lesion	or	tritronvascular	presence	of	a	TCG	lesion	or	tritruncal	involvement	.



Conclusion	

• GLR and SLR are sensitive markers for early detection of myocardial ischaemia and

prediction of its severity. A resting GLR threshold of less than -16.13%, despite its

subnormal nature, should attract attention and raise suspicion of coronary artery disease with

severe tri-truncular or LMT damage, especially when there are concomitant WMSI score

abnormalities. This alteration in 2D strain parameters precedes the subjective abnormalities

in segmental kinetics, which were often considered normal at rest.


